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Milan Pulvermacher (born April 13 1989) is a Australian actor and film producer. 

Born in Cape Town, South Africa into a family of performers and musicians including 
his father (Julian) who is a voice over artist and actor, Milan took an easy liking to 
acting. 

He began his career with a role on ABC’s Rogue Nation before gaining numerous 
modelling and commercial contracts overseas. In 2009 Milan moved to his place of 
birth (Cape Town, South Africa) to work on various European commercials set in South 
Africa, Italy and Switzerland. While working in Cape Town Milan decided to enrol in an 
acting course at the Michaelis drama school. In 2010 Milan gained a modelling contract 
in New York. While working as a model and doing indie theatre and film in New York, 
Milan decided to further develop his acting skills by enrolling in a course at the Atlantic 
Academy. Milan later came back to Sydney Australia and furthered his drama studies 
taking on workshops with renowned Australian tutors such as Kevin Jackson, Sandra 
Lee Patterson and Malcolm Frawley.

Milan made his feature film debut working on Baz Lurhmann’s The Great Gatsby 
and later a role on the Channel 9 TV Mini Series Power Games. Milan then went onto 
working on Michael Petroni’s Backtrack shortly followed by the Channel 7 Mini Series 
Catching Milat. 

Including further work on the BBC drama Banished and Alex Proyas’ Gods of Egypt 
Milan set up Retro Future Films with fellow actor and producer Jim Robison and 
director Kurt Martin focussing on film and commercial projects. Shortly after Retro 
Future Films project Narci-titis and Squirrel Boys, Milan gained a role in the renowned 
Russian play by Anton Checkhov, The Seagull, shown at the Museum Of Contemporary 
Art in Sydney, Australia.

Milan later set up production company B Grade Films with Director Kurt Martin which 
has since developed short films labelled The Briefcase and The Uncanny Incident of 
Arnold as well as having numerous projects in development. Towards the end of 2015 
Milan has gone onto Fremantle Media’s TV mini series Mary: The Making Of A Princess 
followed by Mel Gibson’s film Hacksaw Ridge.

As well as developing his career as an actor, Milan is a passionate surfer, musician and 
illustrator. Having a deep love for nature, you can find Milan spending his spare time in 
the surf, hiking the bush, filming wildlife or climbing mountains.


